First Day Assignments

Reading assignments are from Curtis Bradley & Jack Goldsmith, Foreign Relations Law (2014), and its December 2014 Supplement (which I will provide electronically); Julian Ku and John Yoo, Taming Globalization (2012), and from materials I will distribute from time to time. Additionally, if you chose to write a paper, you must also read Eugene Volokh, Academic Legal Writing (2003) (available on Amazon.com).

CB Bradley & Goldsmith, Foreign Relations Law (2014)
KY Ku & Yoo, Taming Globalization (2012)
DM Distributed Materials

I. Introduction

1. Overview - CB 1-45; KY 1-18;
   U.S. Const. Article I, s. 8-10; Article II, s. 2; Article III, s. 2.